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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present study is to provide an analysis of the link between being a victim of bullying and delinquency trajectories. Using a sample of African Americans (n = 725), the results show that three distinct trajectory groups of delinquency are present in the data (low desisting, desisting, and high changing). Further, the results indicate that being a victim of bullying is relevant in distinguishing between these three delinquency groups net other controls (i.e., being male, marijuana use, gang membership, and poor parental support). These results are discussed in theoretical contexts.
Researchers have consistently shown that there is an overlap between offending and victimization and that the offenders tend to share a substantial number of characteristics (Broidy, Daday, Crandall, Sklar, & Jost, 2006; Gottfredson, 1981; Jennings, Higgins, Tewksbury, Gover, & Piquero, 2010; Lauritsen, Sampson, & Laub, 1991; Mustaine & Tewksbury, 2000; Schreck, Wright, & Miller, 2002). Individuals who are offenders are likely to be victims and to be revictimized (Farrell, Tseloni, & Pease, 2005; Ousey, Wilcox, & Brummel, 2008), but some have shown that offenders and victims may be different. An important issue within this literature is to determine the types of victimization and potential timing of the victimization and its implications for future delinquent behavior. For instance, one form of victimization that is frequently occurring early in life is bullying. The literature is unclear as to whether bullying victimization is a potential life event that starts individuals on a trajectory of delinquent behavior. Furthermore, researchers should consider the potential for differential impact of bullying across race and ethnic groups. To date, no research has examined if this is the case in the context of African Americans. African Americans are important because of cultural differences in lifestyle that have led to higher per capita rates of both victimization and offending (Gabbidon, 2009; Higgins, 2009; Walker, Spohn, & Delone, 2004). These lifestyle differences have been noted convincingly through ethnographic study (e.g., Anderson’s Code of the Street), yet many researchers have sought to study the victim–offender overlap broadly perhaps including race as an independent variable. Just as the development of “culturally sensitive” programming to address the issues of victimization and offending have come online in the last two decades (particularly targeted for “inner-city” youth), the further development of research into victim–offender overlap for African Americans needs to occur.

The purpose of this study is to contribute to the literature by examining whether African Americans begin to follow delinquent trajectories after being a victim of bullying. To make this contribution, the study begins by presenting a review of theoretical premises that guide research on the victim–offender overlap as well as presenting the literature that examines these premises. Then, the study discusses the importance of bullying victimization and the potential implications from being a victim of bullying. Next, the study sets the stage of the cultural differences of African Americans in the context of the victim–offender overlap. This is followed by the methodology, analysis plan, results, and discussion.

THEORY AND VICTIM–OFFENDER OVERLAP

The theories to explain the victim–offender overlap come from sociology and criminology. The most popular of these theories is routine activities. Routine activities theory suggests that victimization and offending results from the convergence of a suitable target, motivated offender, and a lack of capable guardianship (Cohen & Felson, 1979). For the victim–offender overlap, the issue is the opportunity or lifestyle that places the individual at highest risk. In addition, Osgood, Wilson, O’Malley, Bachman, and Johnston (1996) argued that individuals without the oversight of a guardian are likely to produce delinquency. Thus, routine activities theory has been successfully argued to explain victimization and offending. Jennings, Piquero, and Reingle (2011) argued that these two arguments have import for the victim–offender overlap. To date, several researchers have supported this view of the victim–offender overlap by showing that specific characteristics are important for the overlap (i.e., age, sex, and race) as well as other characteristics of the situation (Felson, 1986; Mustaine & Tewksbury, 2000; Sampson & Lauritsen, 1990).
In addition to routine activities theory, peer association (i.e., differential association) has been shown to have importance for the victim–offender overlap. Schreck, Fisher, and Miller (2004) argued that delinquent peer association does not inoculate an individual from delinquency or victimization.

Delinquent peers serve as reinforcers for delinquency, and the reinforcement may be overt or covert. The reinforcement that delinquent peers offer makes them attractive as friends, which may create groups of delinquent peers. To further reinforcement, groups of the peers may commit criminal and delinquent acts placing others in the group at higher risks of victimization. To date, researchers have supported this view (Jennings et al., 2010; Schreck, Stewart, & Osgood, 2008). Youth gangs provide additional evidence of this type of link between the victim–offender overlap. Those that are parts of gangs are more likely to be delinquent and victims, and not an inoculating agent from delinquency and victimization (Miller & Decker, 2001; Taylor, Freng, & Esbensen, 2008; Taylor, Peterson, & Esbensen, 2007; Thornberry & Krohn, 2003).

Hirschi’s (1969) social bonding theory provides another explanation of the victim–offender overlap. The social bonding theory is one that provides a clear rationale on why individuals should not commit crime. That is, the social bonds (i.e., attachment, commitment, involvement, and belief) provide strong connections with admired others, and out of fear of losing this bond with the admired other, the individual will not perform delinquency. When these bonds are worn or broken, the individual is more likely to perform delinquency. That is, the individual is more likely to engage in a lifestyle that is more conducive for victimization as well. Jennings, Higgins, Tewksbury, Gover, and Piquero (2010) showed that those with lower levels of attachment were more likely to be delinquency and victimized, supporting this premise.

From this discussion, lifestyles (i.e., biological sex and drug use), peer association (i.e., gang membership), and social bonds are important parts of the victim–offender overlap. Unfortunately, these studies are not clear about the role of bullying victimization as a key life event for a delinquent trajectory.

**BULLYING VICTIMIZATION**

Bullying is a distinct type of repeated aggression and a systematic abuse of power (Olweus, 1993; Smith & Sharp, 1994) and is a behavioral problem that can predict future criminality, even across generations (Farrington, 1993). It is also extremely pervasive with about one third of students ages 12 through 18 being affected by various types of bullying in the 2006–2007 school year alone (U.S. Department of Justice, 2011). Bullying at school is an important social problem with important consequences in the short and long term. These implications range from physical health problems to psychological damage (Ttofi & Farrington, 2008, 2010). As previously mentioned, bullying also shares many risk factors with offending (e.g., Lo¨sel & Bliesener, 2003). The important issue for this study is an emphasis on the effect of bullying victimization.

To date, only a few studies have examined the connection between being a victim of bullying and subsequent delinquency.1 Bennett (2009) performed a qualitative study of what schools do for children that have been bullied. In her study, she found that one of the deleterious effects of being bullied was delinquency. Biggam and Power (1999) performed a study of individuals that were incarcerated
and uncovered that many of them were bullying victims. These studies seem to indicate that being a victim of bullying may be an important life event that can be part of or begin a delinquent trajectory. To date, no study has examined this premise directly.

**EMPHASIS ON AFRICAN AMERICANS**

This study emphasizes African Americans. Few will argue that, as a group, African Americans are more likely to be involved in lifestyles, delinquent peers, and have weak social bonds that put them into positions that increase the likelihood for delinquency and victimization. Consider that African Americans have some of the highest rates of delinquency and victimization among any other racial or ethnic group (Higgins, 2009); For bullying, victimization rates among African Americans remain high relative to other races/ethnicities when examining the raw data (U.S. Department of Justice, 2011). Upon closer examination, being of Hispanic origin seemed to predict lower bullying victimization generally. Yet, African Americans were among a subset of race/ethnicities, who were statistically more prone to violent bullying victimization (Robers, Zhang, & Truman, 2011). The problem of bullying seems to become magnified in certain contexts to which African American youths commonly belong. Previous research on an all-African American sample within a low-income black urban community depicted victimization rates upward to 3 times the national rate of bullying (Fitzpatrick, Dulin, & Piko, 2007). In fact, this research by Fitzpatrick, Dulin, and Piko (2007) highlights risk factor most predictive of increased odds of bullying perpetration: being hit by one’s parents repeatedly (e.g., more than twice).

These issues may be explained as African Americans, largely, reside in a subculture that promotes delinquent activities that result in victimization. Anderson’s (1999) “code-of-the-street” purports to explain this proposition. Specifically, the “code-of-the-street” indicates a different culture where violence, aggression, and bullying are often socialized in a manner to increase the individual’s social standing in the neighborhood. These tactics are also theorized to reduce one’s perception of victimization risk, as individuals that do not adopt the code are viewed as weak and ripe for exploitation. Realized reduction in victimization risk via acting “street,” however, is not supported by the literature. Previous research indicates that African American adolescents who adopted street codes across 259 neighborhoods amplified their risk of violent victimization far beyond the typical levels indicative of living in dangerous neighborhoods (Stewart, Schreck, & Simons, 2006). Thus, acting violently, aggressive, or engaging in bullying may be important since these activities provide ample opportunity for an individual to become a victim. This victimization may come primarily in the form of bullying during school hours. Within this culture, bullying victimization can be viewed as a socializing event that may compel African Americans to commit other delinquent activities that they perceive as normal and begin a delinquent trajectory.

To date, previous studies have not deeply explored the victim–offender overlap while focusing on African American youths. As mentioned previously, many African Americans experience higher risks of being victimized and disproportionately become offenders or continue to offend. The exploration of the etiology of this issue is of extreme importance, particularly as millions of dollars are being spent on evidence-based programming to address these issues among early adolescents. In this context, bullying presents itself as one of the most (if not the most) ubiquitous methods of victimization in early life (U.S. Department of Justice, 2011). How this may shape one’s delinquency trajectory is largely unknown. Research into this phenomenon may prove extremely useful for further development of programming to reduce violence among African Americans.
THE PRESENT STUDY

The purpose of the present study is to provide an analysis of the relative importance of bullying victimization. Bullying victimization is thought to be an important mechanism for beginning a delinquent trajectory. This study examines this particular connection by exploring the association between bullying and delinquency trajectories while controlling for other theoretical mechanisms that are important for the victim–offender overlap (i.e., lifestyles [being male and marijuana use], gang membership, and social bonds [parental support]). In short, this study expects that bullying victimization will be an important measure that predicts membership in more active delinquency trajectories.

In other words, this study attempts to extend the results from Jennings et al. (2010). These researchers employ trajectory modeling to observe longitudinal similarities and differences in levels of both delinquency and victimization among a sample of adolescents. This sort of methodology is able to estimate groups with shared levels of delinquency and victimization to determine the risk factors associated with these concepts over time. For example, it can be determined what factors are associated with the estimated group that has the highest rates of delinquency (and, likewise, the highest rates of victimization). Estimating groups of similarly situated individuals becomes extremely helpful when trying to understand a typology of individual that may be most prone to life problems. Upon analyses, Jennings et al. determined that high levels of delinquency and victimization were predicted by the same covariates: inflated levels of low self-control, lack of school commitment, little to no parental monitoring, and being male. Respondents reporting higher levels of self-control, school commitment, and parental monitoring typically were statistically assigned to groups that show better outcomes over time. This study extends this previous research by examining bullying in the same framework.

METHOD

Sample and Procedures

The data for this study came from the National Longitudinal Survey of the Youth (NLSY97), a panel survey that began with 8,984 youth that were born between 1980 and 1984.2 The NLSY97 consisted of a representative sample of youth from the U.S. population who were aged 12 to 16 in 1996. This was coupled with a supplemental sample of 2,236 African American and Hispanic adolescents representative of the U.S. population of African American and Hispanics at within the same age. The data from these adolescents came from interviews. The survey was originally designed to capture the longitudinal factors that influence youths’ transition from school to workplace. The NLSY captures a number of demographic and lifestyle measures; this study focuses on two relevant factors, perceptions of parental support and self-reported delinquency. The survey also includes a supplemental sample of Hispanic and African American youth.

To arrive at the data for the present study, we used a number of criteria. First, the data for the present study came from four rounds of the survey, 1997–2000, and they are exclusively African American. Second, these individuals were between 13 and 16 years old during the 1997–2000 period. This period of life is important because it provides an opportunity for the respondents to follow the age-crime curve, and it provides the respondents an opportunity to still be directly influenced
by their previous bullying victimization. Thus, we believe that our data allow us to examine the intersection between bullying victimization and trajectories of delinquency. Given that this study employs a longitudinal methodology, missing data are a reality (Brame & Piquero, 2003). The missing data for delinquency was low—3%. From this set of procedures, we used a sample of 725 African Americans. Of these 725 African Americans, 59.2% were female and 40.8% were male.

Measures

Delinquency. The delinquency measure that we used was an additive measure of 5 items. The 5 items were “Have you [ever]3 purposely destroyed property [in (during the current year)]?” “Have you [ever] stolen anything under 50 dollars [during the current year]?” “Have you [ever] stolen anything over 50 dollars [during the current year]?” “Have you [ever] committed a property delinquency [during the current year]?” and “Have you [ever] attacked to hurt someone or fight with them [during the current year]?” The respondents indicated whether they had or had not (1) yes or (0) no. The scores ranged from 0 to 5 with higher scores indicating that they committed more criminal activity. The internal consistency of the items for each of the years was acceptable between 0.65 and 0.80.

Independent measures. Several independent measures were used in this study. First, we included a measure of gang membership (i.e., have you ever belonged to a gang). The measure of gang membership was a dichotomous measure 0 for no and 1 for yes. Second, we included a measure of biological sex that was dichotomous 0 for female and 1 for male. Third, we included a measure of whether the individual used marijuana in their lifetime that was dichotomous 0 for no and 1 for yes. Fourth, we included a single-item measure of supportive parenting from MacCoby and Martin (1983). The item that was used in this study was: “when you think about how s/he acts toward you, in general, would you say that she or he is (1) very supportive, (2) somewhat supportive, or (3) not very supportive?” Fifth, a measure of bullying victimization was used to determine if it would be important in starting the delinquency trajectories. In this study, the measure that was used was: Before you turned 12, were you ever the victim of repeated bullying?4 The answer choices were dichotomous 0 for no and 1 for yes.

Analysis Plan

The analysis plan takes place in a series of steps. The first step of the analysis is a presentation of the descriptive statistics and bivariate statistics. The descriptive statistics analysis provides an indication of the general trends that are taking place in the longitudinal data for delinquency, and they provide distribution information for the other independent measures. The bivariate correlations provide some indication of whether test–retest reliability is present among the delinquency measures. In addition, the bivariate correlations provide some indication of the link between the independent measures and the delinquency measures.

The second step is a presentation of the trajectory analysis. The trajectory analysis is produced using SAS Proc Traj. Used in many studies in criminology and psychology (Piquero, 2008), the trajectory methodology is properly suited for identifying distinct trajectories or groups of individuals who follow distinct pathways of a particular behavioral outcome. In this study, the trajectory method
followed a quadratic form using the Censored Normal (CNORM) option for delinquency from Proc Traj. Two pieces of information were used to determine the optimal form and number of groups: Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and posterior probabilities. Nagin (2005) argued that the maximized BIC and posterior probabilities that were _0.70 were enough information to suggest that the optimal form and number of groups have been found.

The third step is a presentation of the multinomial logistic regression analysis. This analysis is designed to determine whether being a victim of repeated bullying before age 12 predicts membership in more active delinquency trajectories while controlling for other relevant measures previously found commonly associated with delinquency trajectories (see Jennings et al., 2010).

RESULTS

Step 1

The first step provides a descriptive analysis and bivariate correlations of the measures for this study. The descriptive statistics show that delinquency is declining from ages 13 to 16. Sixtyeight percent of the sample had some gang affiliation in the past year. Fifty percent of the sample were males. Five percent of the sample had used marijuana in their lifetime. Parenting was rated as very supportive. Twenty (20) percent of the sample had been bullied repeatedly before age 12. Table 1 shows that the bivariate correlations show ample test–retest reliability is present among the delinquency measures (r = .26 to .47). The independent measures have links with the measures of delinquency across the four years of delinquency. Notable exceptions are supportive parenting and delinquency at age 14 and gang membership and delinquency at age 16. In addition, the correlations do not show large correlations among the independent measures. This means that multicollinearity among the independent measures is not likely to be present. This is particularly important because bullying victimization generally occurs from peers, but this is not highly correlated with gang membership.

Step 2

Figure 1 presents the trajectory analysis of delinquency. The BIC and satisfactory posterior probabilities (i.e., >.70) indicated that a three group model best represented these data. Trajectory group G1 follows a low stable path of delinquency, trajectory group G2 follows a desisting path of delinquency, and trajectory group G3 follows a high but changing path. These results are consistent with Piquero’s (2008) results that SPGM usually extracts 3–5 groups of delinquency.
Table 2 presents the results of the multinomial logistic regression analysis. Several independent measures that distinguish between group 1 of delinquency and group 2 of delinquency are gang membership, \( \text{Exp}(b) = 1.17 \); male, \( \text{Exp}(b) = 1.46 \); marijuana use, \( \text{Exp}(b) = 4.12 \); supportive parenting, \( \text{Exp}(b) = 1.56 \). These measures are consistent with their respective literatures that suggest that they are covariates with delinquency and delinquency trajectories. Important for the present study, the results indicate that bullying victimization is important for violence trajectories, \( \text{Exp}(b) = 2.17 \). This means that those that have been the victims of repeated bullying are 2.17 times more likely to follow a delinquency trajectory than those that are not bullied. This is important because the effect of victimization of bullying remains while controlling for the other covariates.
Table 2 presents the results of the covariates, distinguishing the difference between delinquency group 1 and delinquency group 3. Similar to the results for group 2, the results indicate that several of the independent measures distinguish between delinquency groups 1 and 3. Gang members were 1.28 times more likely to follow delinquency group 3 trajectory rather than delinquency group 1 trajectory.

Males were 3.17 times more likely to follow delinquency group trajectory 3 rather than delinquency group 1 trajectory. Marijuana users were 6.97 times more likely to follow delinquency group trajectory 3 rather than delinquency group 1 trajectory. Those that had parents that were less supportive were 1.88 times more likely to follow delinquency trajectory group 3 rather than delinquency trajectory group 1. While these independent measures serve as important covariates and control measures, bullying victimization is found to be a robust and independent indicator of following a delinquency trajectory: The victimization from repeated bullying increases the likelihood of following delinquency group 3 trajectory rather than delinquency group 1 trajectory by a factor of 3.95 times. Thus, bullying victimization is an important predictor in its own right.

The model diagnostics indicate that the model properly fits the data. The chi-square statistic tests whether one of the independent measures regression coefficient (b) is not equal to zero, or that it has a significant effect. The results show that this is indeed the case. The -2 log likelihood is an indication that the model that contains the independent measure is better than a model that does not control for any independent measures. In this study, this is the case. Three psuedo r2 values were presented in the model fit diagnostics. These psuedo r2s are not able to be interpreted as typical ordinary least squares r2 values. The Cox and Snell r2 shows whether the models converged to predict the outcome (Long, 1997), our value of .12 indicates that our model did converge. Long (1997) indicated that Cox and Snell does not allow for a 1 to occur, so it is advisable to examine other forms of psuedo r2. Nagelkerke’s r2 brings Cox and Snell’s version of r2 within the bounds of 0 and 1 (Long, 1997). The Nagelkerke’s r2 of .14 indicates that proper convergence has occurred. The McFadden’s r2 examines the likelihood that the model without the independent measures is better than the model.
with the independent measures and smaller McFadden’s r2 are better (Long, 1997). In this model, McFadden’s r2 is .06 suggesting proper fit. The model diagnostics indicate that the model is satisfactory for these data.

**DISCUSSION**

The literature on the victim–offender overlap shows that offenders and victims have similar risk factors (Broidy et al., 2006; Gottfredson, 1981; Lauritsen & Laub, 2007), with some studies suggesting that these individuals are one in the same (Jennings et al., 2010). However, an important area has not received a substantial amount of research attention: This study sought to extend the results from Jennings et al. (2010) by examining whether being a victim of bullying was a specific measure that preceded delinquent trajectories. Furthermore, this study focused its analysis on African American youths, a group that disproportionally experiences higher levels of victimization and offending across the United States. In particular, this study sought to understand whether bullying victimization was part of the Code-of-the-Streets that begins delinquent trajectories for African Americans. Several important results emanate from this study.

First, the results of the study show that three distinct trajectory groups for delinquency are present in these data. The first group (G1) followed a low and stable path of delinquency. The second group (G2) followed a desisting trajectory. The third group (G3) followed a high and changing path of delinquency. These results are consistent with a growing body of research on the heterogeneity of delinquency. In a review of the literature using Semi-Parametric Group-Based Mixture modeling, Piquero (2008) showed that researchers consistently extracted between 3 and 5 groups of delinquency. From a theoretical perspective, while some may argue that heterogeneity is not present in delinquency over time (Sampson & Laub, 1993), these results support several developmental criminologists’ views that heterogeneity will be present in delinquency (see Moffitt, 1993 for reviews). These results are also consistent with the literature that suggests that African Americans have delinquent trajectories.

Second, the results show that being a victim of repeated bullying is an important measure associated with a trajectory of delinquent activity. In this study, bullying victimization distinguished between the two highest trajectory groups of delinquency (G2 and G3) and the lowest trajectory group (G1). Bullying victimization may be a factor that desensitizes individuals from delinquent activity. That is, bullying victimization may be an activity that shows individuals that “street credibility” may be earned through the delinquency among African American boys in particular. This research validates the findings of Stewart, Schreck, and Simons (2006) in that it replicates the association between victimization and delinquency among African American adolescents that adopt the code of the street; it also extends this research by empirically tying bullying victimization to subsequent delinquency for most respondents in the study. It should be noted that 20% of the African American youths reported they had been repeatedly been bullied before the age of 12 while only 5% of respondents had engaged in any delinquent behaviors. This suggests that bullying may be an important socializing event for young African Americans, which sets them on a course of “toughening up” by adopting the code of the street to prevent future victimization. Ironically, these events may expose vulnerable youths to elevated levels of subsequent victimization, despite their attempts of stopping or reducing problems. African American adolescents seem to heighten their exposure to victimization by directly confronting potentially violent situations. For example, the Robers, Zhang, and Truman (2011) reported that African American and Hispanic students are more prone to report
having a gang presence in their schools and live with the fear of attack or harm, and African Americans, in particular, are more likely to face violent victimization relative to students of other races/ethnicities (along with Hispanics). The data presented here suggest that such perceptions may result with juveniles “toughening up” resulting in flourishing deviance and delinquency.

An important issue here is that bullying victimization remained robust net the significance of the other theoretical measures. To clarify the other theoretical measures, the lifestyles (i.e., being male and marijuana use), gang membership, and poor parental support were important in distinguishing the two higher delinquency groups (G2 and G3) from the lowest delinquency trajectory group (G1). These distinguishing links give credence to the view that the “code-of-the-streets” may be relevant in understanding how bullying victimization may lead to a delinquency trajectory. As a whole, the measures in this study seem to outline a series of lifestyle choices that African Americans make that leads to delinquent trajectories. Anderson (1999) argued individuals aspiring for status will perform delinquent acts. Those that are performing delinquent acts are leaving themselves vulnerable for victimization.

The results of this study show that bullying victimization, whether the result of delinquency or not, is robust against the other mechanisms of other theoretical premises. This is consistent with perspective that African American youth have considerable higher rates of violent victimization and general exposure to violence that coincides with being bullied or bullying (Fitzpatrick et al., 2007; Hazier, Hoover, & Olliver, 1991).

These results contribute to the victim–offender overlap literature, but they must be kept and consumed within their limits. First, being a victim of bullying was not specific to whether it was in school or elsewhere. This should be inconsequential, given that being a victim of bullying provides physical and psychological damage no matter where the behavior occurred. However, these findings cannot refute the potential of finding differences in outcomes depending on the social climate of the school; if, for example, a school is able to resist the tolerance of street codes on its premises, the temptation for students to fight back or “toughen up” may be reduced. This should not be the case in the vast majority of circumstances, as the culture of surrounding neighborhoods tends to permeate into the schools. Further research should be employed to examine this potential protective factor. One policy implication may be to toughen up the schools’ resistance to the code of the street instead of toughening up our youths, and this subsequent research may begin to explore this potential. Second, the trajectories of being a victim of bullying were not possible in these data. The dichotomization of the being a victim of bullying measure does not allow for this to take place. Furthermore, this study only examines a sample of adolescent African American youth by employing self-reported measures of delinquency. Future research should explore the potential of the code of the street to be adopted by other vulnerable youths as well as look at other ways to examine/validate levels of victimization and delinquency. Third, this study does not have the capacity to verify bullying victimization of delinquency; however, it presents strong evidence that suggests that this may be the case. Additional evaluation of the temporal ordering is warranted.

Despite the limits of this study, the results indicate that being a victim of bullying is an important measure for the determination of a delinquent trajectory. Given that the results come from an African American sample, the results suggest that this occurs as part of a subculture within the African American community. Longitudinal measures of being a victim of bullying and more precise measures of being a victim of bullying will help in understanding this better. For now, the results here show that being a victim of bullying is important in delinquent trajectories. Following the logic of
these results suggests that the application of evidence-based bullying prevention programs such as Al’s Pals and Building Assets—Reducing Risks may prove effective in reducing delinquency as well as victimization. African American–specific programs that target bullying and antisocial behavior may prove effective in reducing the pervasiveness of the code of the street.
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NOTES

1. Many other studies examine the connection between being a bully and delinquency. Because the focus of this study is the bullying victimization, the studies that examine the connection between being a bully and delinquency were not presented.

2. The NLSY97 survey was typically carried out between February and August 1997. The data were actually collected between November and April of the following years. This may allow for some overlap of individuals in the data. We monitored this process and found that seven individuals in our data appeared more than once. So to not bias the data, we removed these seven individuals. t Tests show that the removal of these individuals did not result in substantively different results. The results of the t tests are available from the first author on request.

3. The first wave questionnaire included these questions regarding delinquency, but asked respondents if they have ever engaged in these behaviors. We included these responses in our scoring noting only 5% of the sample engaged in these behaviors at Wave 1.

4. To ensure that this took place at least during the age of 12, the date of birth was used to create the sample at age 12. This step was taken to ensure proper temporal ordering, given that the delinquency trajectories were developed at age 13.

5. In other words, this occurs when comparing a null model—no independent measures—against a full model—containing independent measures. The results of the null model may be obtained from the first author on request.
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